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Abstract:
All the smartphone vendors are significantly competing for newer
functionalists and improved performance and power consumption.
Architectural advances in CPUs, peripheral components, and software
have enabled development of more powerful smart devices with lowered
power consumption. The smartphone market competition has driven
participating vendors to actively accommodate more complicated and
feature-rich software/hardware combinations resulting in increased
difficulty in systematic analysis of performance and power
consumption. This talk introduces functional and technological trends
in recent smartphones and discusses the challenges we currently face
to make advances towards the next generation smartphones.
We performed diverse performance and power consumption evaluations for
up-to-date versions of Android-based smartphones and the partial
results will be shown in this talk. A performance analysis framework
considering the whole layers of smartphone software stack has made it
possible systematically identifying and reducing performance
bottlenecks at both applications and system-levels.
A number of on-going novel approaches in both hardware and software
techniques will be introduced: Such techniques include hardware-level
virtualization support, paired multi-core feature called big-little
architecture from ARM, flash memory file system optimizations, and
system-level power consumption management called governor and
hot-plugs. A few accomplishments from collaborative projects with a
representative smartphone vendor will be shown with preliminary
experimental results and the issues and potential subjects for further
academia-industry collaborations will be discussed.
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